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INTRODUCTION and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

This Student Manual and the VRG School is an evolution of many hours of original volunteer work 

donated by Ed Valpey, VRG’s first Chief Driving Instructor without whose selfless efforts this School 

would not have been possible.   

There is a great deal of material for the new or returning racer to absorb during a competition driving 

school.  Traditionally this material is imparted through a series of lectures.  No matter the quality of the 

lecture there is no greater teacher than seat time.  Consequently, VRG is providing this material as a 

collection of readings in advance of the school so you as a student will arrive with the basic knowledge 

you need to pass the school already assimilated.  This is intended to give you more time in the car where 

you can practice the concepts, develop your skills and demonstrate your competence as a vintage racer. 

Since the VRG School accommodates both novice (Level 1) and more experienced (Level 2) drivers, 

basic and advanced concepts are presented here.  As a novice you will not be expected to employ 

advanced techniques like Trail Braking or Drafting, however you do need to know that such techniques 

exist and are used by more experienced vintage racers.  Conversely all students need consistently apply 

important basic techniques such as Heel and Toe Downshifting, Ocular Driving, etc. 

If you understand and apply the basics when you arrive at the school, your instructors will work with you 

to develop the skills you need to pass the school and be welcomed into the vintage racing community. 

How to Use this Manual 

This manual first takes you through general theory and basic concepts, then moves to more advanced 

concepts and techniques.  Towards the end there are descriptions of the various on-track exercises we use 

in the school.  While it is possible that on the day of the school an exercise may differ from the way it is 

described, the purpose and learning objective of the exercise will remain the same. 

Throughout this manual certain terms and concepts are presented in bold type.  These are important for 

you as a student to learn and understand.  You will see that they are used repeatedly throughout the 

manual and your instructors will use them throughout the school.  To help you learn and understand the 

meanings before the school there is a Glossary at the end of the manual.  If you are still uncertain during 

the school, ask your instructor to make it clear so that you will get the full benefit of your course. 

How to Pass the School 

The overarching philosophy of the VRG Driver Education and Development program is this: “Safety 

First leads to Safety Fast”.  For you to pass the School and succeed as a vintage racing driver you need 

to bring the Vintage Attitude with you.  Our instructors can only teach you if you: 

• Understand the VRG Philosophy 

• Are open to Learning 

• Are Well Prepared for the School 

• Understand that “the Cars are the Stars” 

• Demonstrate Situational Awareness and Ocular Driving 

• Are willing to safely experiment and stretch your Car Control skills  

By the end of the School you will be evaluated on your ability to safely drive at racing speeds in race 

traffic.  As instructors the question we ask ourselves is this: “Am I willing to share the track in a vintage 

race with this student?”  With your good vintage attitude and diligent effort, the answer for you will 

surely be a resounding “Yes”!  
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FUNDAMENTALS 1 - Seat and Mirrors 

There are a few things to adjust in the car before hitting the pavement.  Make these at home before you 

come to the school.  Not all seats in race cars are adjustable so you may need to use padding or resort to 

relocate things like the pedals, steering wheel or even the seat itself.  It may take a while to get it just 

right.  Don’t leave this to the last minute! 

Seating Position  

There is a surprising range of seating positions, such as the Granny Hanger, where the driver looks 

through the steering wheel.  We don’t recommend these.  The illustration below shows roughly the ideal 

seating position, where we have some bend in both our arms and our legs, allowing us a full range of 

motion.  

 

Mirrors 

Next, we need to adjust our mirrors to eliminate the blind spot as much as possible.  Generally, if we can 

see the sides of our car in our side-view mirrors then they’re adjusted too far in.  
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FUNDAMENTALS 2 - Steering and Eyes 

Steering Input  

Throughout the history of driver training there have been many assertions regarding the best method for 

moving the steering wheel.  We prefer to present the basic strategies as tools in a toolbox, shown below.  

 

It’s good to be proficient at both shuffle steering and hand-over-hand.  While the latter is clearly faster, it 

may not be possible in some cars, such as a formula car with a tight cockpit.  Arm restraints may also 

play a role in which method is used. 

Eyes  

The importance of using our eyes properly cannot be overstated and, unfortunately, few drivers, even 

experienced drivers, consistently do so.  To drive a racing car well we need to look much further ahead 

than we’re accustomed to while driving on the street.  In a tight hairpin, for example, our eyes may look 

in a direction nearly perpendicular to the direction the car is pointed, and in other places we may be 

looking for reference points that have yet to come into view.  

When we look further ahead, we get significantly more information.  Both photos below were taken from 

exactly the same spot in Turn 1 at the Pittsburgh International Race Complex.  Note how much more 

information is contained in the photo to the right.    
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This illustrates the difference between what our brains “sees” when we’re looking close in front of the 

car versus what it sees when we’re looking far ahead.  Also, our brain sees things better between our eyes 

and our point of focus than it sees things beyond our point of focus, due in part to the scale of the objects 

in our field of vision.  Looking at the photo on the right on the previous page, note that if you focus your 

vision on the inside edge of the first turn you don’t get much information about the second turn, but if 

you focus your vision on the inside edge of the second turn you see both turns reasonably well.  This is 

even more pronounced in the real world.  Seeing more and seeing it sooner gives us the ability to react to 

that information with better judgement and less drama, as illustrated by the following theoretical 

exercise. 

 

If you are traveling at 70 mph and an instructor throws a cone 25 ft. in front of your car, you’ll reach it in 

less than ¼ second and will likely hit it, or crash attempting to miss it (probably both).  If the instructor 

throws the cone 200 ft. in front of your car, you have nearly 2 seconds to decide what to do about it.  

Additionally, seeing the cone further ahead allows us to make a smoother response, shown above by the 

dashed green line.  Looking far ahead on the race track gives us the same advantage as having the cone 

thrown further ahead of us.  We see more of our environment and we have more time to react to it.  

Significantly, we will also see our mistakes much sooner, enabling us to correct them more easily, more 

safely and with far less impact on our lap time.  
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BASIC VEHICLE DYNAMICS  

Despite all the attention paid to the thrill and challenge of driving a racing car, it is in the end a machine 

obeying the laws of physics as it responds to the inputs we make with steering, brake and throttle.  With 

that in mind, there are some basic physical principals that all cars have in common.  To begin with, we 

must respect the fact that the car contacts the racing surface through four patches of rubber usually 

smaller than the sole of your shoe.  These are called Contact Patches, shown below in red.  

 

These contact patches are not static.  They change their shape like a balloon on a desktop as we load and 

unload them, as illustrated below.  As they grow larger, they also generate proportionally greater grip.  

 

Every movement of the steering wheel, brake pedal or gas pedal, no matter how small, changes the load 

we’ve placed on our contact patches by virtue of weight (load) transfer.  The illustration below shows 

an Allard accelerating, a Sprite cornering and a Jag braking.  Note the difference in the size of the contact 

patches (grip) both front to back and side to side.    
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When a driver combines braking or accelerating with turning, the tire loads are transferred diagonally as 

illustrated below.  

  

 

Trail-Braking = Braking & Turning   Accelerating & Turning 

  

Note that the car braking has on average less loading (grip) in the rear than in the front, while the car 

accelerating has on average less loading in the front.  These illustrations show that grip isn’t a single, 

absolute figure like we might read in the back of magazine, but instead a dynamic set of conditions that 

the driver must manage carefully.   

An underlying principle that we must keep in mind while considering grip is that the traction potential of 

our tires is finite, whether we’re using this potential for braking, turning or accelerating, or for a 

combination of these things.  When used in combination they have an inverse relationship.  If we use 

more tire potential for braking, for instance, we have less available for turning… the more steering input 

we have, the less throttle we can use.  In order to drive a racing car well, we must manage load transfer 

and grip with far greater precision than is required by a run to the grocery store.  

As a student, particularly as a Level 1 student, you will not be expected to demonstrate proficiency with 

trail braking; you will get an opportunity to safely try trail braking in some of the exercises. 
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BRAKING 

With the advent of Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS), braking has become a skill increasingly neglected 

by the average driver.  For the vintage racing driver effective braking is a critical skill.  The brake is 

sometimes referred to as the “talent” pedal because it requires more finesse than either the gas pedal or 

the clutch.  Vintage racing drivers brake at a higher level than the average driver in order to slow down.  

More advanced vintage racers will also the brakes in combination with steering (Trail Braking) to help 

the car with corner entry.  This is a very subtle balance which becomes even more challenging when a 

driver must execute an emergency avoidance maneuver.  Proper brake application can be the difference 

between driving around an incident or becoming part of it. 

Threshold Braking  

This term describes the most efficient level of braking possible, where 100% of the tire’s available 

traction/grip is used for slowing the car.  The tire is working so hard that it is partially skidding.  The 

tread is traveling about 15% slower than that speed at which the track surface is passing underneath it.  

This is called the slip ratio, or percentage slip, and it applies to acceleration as well.  When we are 

braking at threshold level the tire will make a “scuffing” or “chirping sound”, rather than the “screech” 

or “howl” that comes with locked brakes.  

 

Because the tire at threshold braking is already partially sliding, it will lock up quite easily.  A locked 

tire produces only about 70% braking efficiency, and the skid-mark it leaves behind is molten rubber 

taken from a single spot on the tread surface. If the tire stays locked up for too long, it will create a 

significant flat-spot in the tread that will cause vibration and increase braking distances because the tire 

will want to lock up again every time the flat-spot hits the pavement.  More importantly, locked brakes 

will lead to a loss of control.  If the rear brakes lock first, the car will immediately start to spin as though 

the driver had pulled the handbrake.  If the front tires lock first the driver will have no steering control.  

For these reasons it is critical to eliminate brake lock-up as quickly as possible.  

Drivers used to be taught to pump the brake pedal - a crude form of ABS – because it provided some 

degree steering control.  The main disadvantage was the averaging of 70% and 0% braking efficiency.  

Racers learned quickly that by gently relaxing, or modulating, brake pressure, they could get the locked 

wheel(s) to start spinning again while maintaining a reasonable level of braking efficiency.  The chart 

below illustrates these two braking strategies. 
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Trail Braking  

As noted, students are not be expected to demonstrate proficiency with this advanced technique. 

The ability to efficiently straight-line threshold brake is a very important skill for the racing driver.  More 

important, however, is the ability to blend braking and steering.  If we were limited to straight-line 

threshold braking, we would have to release the brakes as we turned the steering wheel.  Releasing the 

brakes means that the load transferred to the front tires under braking will return to the rear tires, thus 

diminishing the grip of the front tires just as we need it for turning the car.  In order to maintain 

improved front grip as we turn, we use a technique called Trail Braking, shown below. 

 

As we add steering, we proportionally decrease our braking pressure.  When done properly we use 100% 

of the tires' potential grip at all times.  More advanced drivers will often release brake pressure abruptly 

at about the 20% level, allowing the front tires to use 100% of their available grip for turning.  They turn 

harder, the already unloaded rear tires will start to break loose and the car will essentially start spinning 

into the corner.  When done intentionally and properly controlled it’s called corner entry rotation, and 

it’s used to allow the driver to turn the car more effectively early in the corner so that the car can accept 

power sooner for greater exit speed.  This will be discussed in depth later.  

A good way to visualize the relationship between braking and turning is to imagine a string tied from 

the bottom of the steering wheel to the toe of your right foot.  As you turn the steering wheel, the string 

will proportionally pull your foot off the brake pedal. 
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The imaginary string concept works for us on corner exit as well.  If we’re driving at or near the limit in 

a corner, we can’t increase our speed without driving on a larger radius, so the string won’t let us put our 

foot on the gas until we can straighten the steering wheel.  This is helpful with high power to weight cars 

which are by their nature traction limited to prevent spinning or running out of road at the exit of a 

corner.  It is also helpful with low power to weight cars which are by nature power limited to maximize 

acceleration by minimizing power-robbing tire scrub on corner exit. 

The ability to modulate the brake pedal in proportion to steering input can be crucial in emergency 

situations as well.  In the scenario depicted below, if the driver of the silver Royale doesn’t reduce brake 

pressure when turning the steering wheel the tires will lock and resulting in a skid straight into the green 

Lotus that has spun in the braking zone.  Note that the driver doesn’t release the brakes entirely since this 

would unload the front tires and prevent them from turning the car effectively. 

 

The 50% numbers shown above are arbitrary.  The point is as with Trail Braking, the more of the tire’s 

grip we need for turning, the less we can use for braking, so if the driver needs to make a very aggressive 

swerve the pressure on the brake pedal will have to be reduced even more.  In fact, this is a good thing to 

remember if you’re ever turning and braking and fear that you’re about to leave the track.  Many novice 

drivers panic and add both more brake and more steering, thus locking the tires and sliding off the road 

even sooner.  The experienced driver releases the brakes completely and uses 100% of the tire’s potential 

for just turning, which works even with ABS equipped cars.  Since there is a finite limit to a tire’s grip 

the situation may dictate only asking it to do just one thing at a time.   
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HEEL-AND-TOE DOWNSHIFTING  

We have discussed braking thoroughly, but we have yet to mention how downshifting fits into the mix.  

Clearly, we need to change gears, but the higher engine rpms associated with racing require a specialized 

technique called Heel-and-Toe Downshifting.  The technique earned its name because drivers of early 

vehicles used to contort their foot so that their toe would operate the brake and their heel would operate 

the gas (or vice versa).  Racing drivers discovered that by placing the pedals closer together the two 

pedals could be operated simultaneously with much greater speed and comfort.  Before coming to School 

make sure that your pedals are adjusted properly and to practice heel & toe, even if just in a stationary 

car with engine off to work on timing 

 

As mentioned, we use much higher rpms on the race track than we use on the street, but when we let off 

the gas and push in the clutch the engine rpms still fall to idle.  When we let the clutch back out, instead 

of going from idle to, say, 2,500 rpms, we’re asking the engine to go from idle to maybe 7,500 rpms.  At 

these rpms engines produce enough torque to break the rear tires loose and cause the car to spin.  In order 

to prevent this from happening, we “blip” the throttle just prior to letting the clutch back out so that the 

engine rpms are already at 7,500 rpms when the clutch re-engages.  

We could do this by letting off the brake to blip, but that would extend our braking distances.  Instead, 

we use the heel & toe technique so that we can blip while maintaining threshold braking levels.  The 

blip is done by rolling our right foot on to the gas pedal, using the brake pedal as a pivot.  Obviously, the 

pedals need to set be at the right relative heights.  If you’re getting some throttle as you brake, it helps to 

angle your knee to the left and kick your heel out to the right.  The procedure is like this: 

 

Heel and Toe is a critical skill that can be difficult to master.  It is also perishable meaning you need to 

practice Heel and Toe regularly to maintain proficiency.  If you have access to a manual street car, it’s a 

good idea to go out get refreshed every now and then.  It is also a skill (like many others) that you can 

practice with mental imagery or visualization techniques.  
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CAR CONTROL  

As has already been stated, the importance of looking far ahead cannot be overstated.  This is especially 

true when employing car control skills.  There have been relatively few vintage racing events that didn’t 

have some type of incident that could have been avoided if the driver(s) involved had better car control 

skills.  At some events these incidents have been simple spins with no consequences; at others the 

incidents have been major crashes resulting very serious, sometimes even fatal consequences.  If we can 

give every vintage racing driver more time developing their car control the frequency and seriousness of 

these incidents will surely decline. 

Car control skills are what allow us as vintage racing drivers to manage tire slip angles, rotation and 

overall balance to keep our car at its limit of adhesion down every straight, through every corner and in 

the transitions in between. 

Ocular Driving and Situational Awareness 

But first a few more words about using our eyes properly in racing situations.  When dealing with car 

control, visceral input, i.e. what our bodies feel, tells our brain what is going on now and our body 

reflexes accordingly.  A simple example is if you start to trip over something when walking we 

reflexively alter our step and maybe put our arms out to cushion the fall. 

By contrast, our eyes, seeing what is going on in front of us, give context to the visceral inputs and, 

depending on what we see and how we are trained, may change how the brain wants the body to respond.  

Consider if in the example what we trip over is the edge of a thick, soft and very comfortable mattress 

the thing to do might be to relax and enjoy a pleasant landing. 

Professional racing instructor the late Bertil Roos is credited with coining the term “Ocular Driving” as 

a technique for using our eyes to manage how we as racing drivers respond to the constant stream of 

visceral inputs we receive in the car.  The fundamental principle of ocular driving is our eyes tell our 

brain where we are going, the brain then tells our body what to do to get there.  Again, consider our 

example.  If, when we trip over something, our response is to look down to see what it is, we will surely 

fall to the ground.  If, on the other hand we keep our eyes focused ahead on where we are going, our 

body is far more likely to recover with little more than a stumble and we keep moving forward.   

And this brings us to one application of Situational Awareness1 when driving at racing speeds.  

Consider our simple example one more time.  It is possible that if, prior to tripping over whatever it was 

in our path, our eyes had been scanning the path ahead, not just to focus on where we are going but also 

to get a sense of what might be between here and there?  Under those circumstances we would not only 

be aware of our goal, we would also be aware of the tripping hazard and, without breaking stride, adjust 

our path accordingly.   

When you read through the following sections on car control, think about how ocular driving and 

situational awareness will help you balance the car at the limits of adhesion and deal with what happens 

when you exceed those limits.  As Ed Valpey, VRG’s first Chief Instructor said in the original Driver 

School Student Manual: “proper use of the eyes is 90% of the battle when it comes to car control”.  Ed 

was right then, and he is still right today. 

  

 
1 Situational Awareness is an essential skill for the successful vintage race driver which goes far beyond Ocular Driving. The 

Safety First and Safety Fast implications of Situational Awareness are discussed at length throughout this manual. 
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Limits of Adhesion 

The concept of limits of adhesion is all about the fine balance point between having enough grip to 

make it through a corner at maximum speed and, well, going off the road.  Like threshold braking, the 

limit of adhesion occurs when the tires are producing their greatest grip they have just already begun to 

slide, but only a little bit.  This little slide is called the tire Slip Angle is illustrated below.  Technically it 

is the difference between the direction the tire is pointed and the direction the tire is traveling.  

 

It is a little misleading to refer to this difference as “slip”.  This is because in the dry the slip angle is 

caused mostly by the deflection of the tire tread.  You can see this in the enlarged contact patch depicted 

to the right in the above illustration.  When cornering, the compliant rubber of the tire gets twisted back 

straight by the pavement underneath.  It is this deformation that produces the slip angle.  The optimum 

slip angle varies with different tire types, sizes, compounds, etc.  The important point is once past the 

optimum slip angle all tires will start to lose grip, sometimes very rapidly.  One piece of good news for 

vintage racers is the treaded racing tires we use tend to lose grip more gradually than most slick racing 

tires and give the driver a lot of feedback before they completely lose grip. 

In the illustration below provides a somewhat technical representation of how, all other things being 

equal, we can maintain a given radius up to a certain speed and slip angle, but as we go beyond that point 

the tires “break away” and begin to slide when the grip drops off. 
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While all four of the tires on our car will behave this way, they won’t always do so to the same degree at 

the same speed.  With some cars the front tires start to break away before the rear tires; with others the 

opposite occurs.  Essentially all purpose-built race cars, and many production-based race cars, have 

provisions for adjusting which end of the car starts to break away first.  This is often referred to as the 

“balance” of the car.  There are names for the different types of balance; understeer, oversteer and 

four-wheel-drift. 

Understeer 

Understeer occurs when the front tires, running at higher slip angles than the rears, approach break away 

and begin to slide while the rear tires remain planted; it is by far the most common car balance condition 

because it is inherently stable and gives the driver a feeling of security when driving at normal highway 

speeds.  In general, manufacturers deliberately design street cars to understeer.  Under these conditions, 

as the average driver enters a corner at too high a speed the car does not turn as much as the steering 

input has asked it to.  When that happens, the driver will instinctively get off the gas and may even 

possibly start braking.  All this transfers load to the front tires, helping them to regain grip. 

 

In vintage racing, this high level of understeer is not desirable since it prevents the car from accelerating 

as quickly as possible out of corners and makes the car feel unresponsive or “sluggish” when 

maneuvering through corners.  At racing speeds understeer can result from the inherent balance of the 

car, from driving style or a combination of the two.  Front wheel drive cars and front-heavy rear wheel 

drive cars tend to understeer when exiting a corner since the front tires are being asked both accelerate 

and turn at the same time.  This is an example of inherent balance causing understeer.  In this case the 

driver might reduce the understeer by changing technique such as rotating (turning) the car earlier in the 

corner to make the exit a bit straighter.  The driver might also ask the crew to change things like tire 

pressures, springs rates, shock absorber settings or roll stiffness which help to alter the inherent balance. 

Since it feels stable, mild understeer can be difficult to recognize.  Sometimes mild understeer is 

described “push” out of a corner.  Easing off the gas or braking lightly transfers load to the front tires 

increasing their grip to the point that the understeer is no longer a problem.  However, if the driver has 

added extra steering, the resulting excessive understeer is much more difficult to fix.  Any excessive 

steering input should be taken back out again so that the front tires can regain grip at a more optimum 

slip angle.  It is counter-intuitive, but at times straightening the steering wheel will make the car turn 

better.  Our Skid Pad exercises will help you recognize and correct understeer. 
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Oversteer 

Oversteer is the opposite of understeer and, within limits, is potentially useful to us as vintage race 

drivers.  Oversteer occurs when the rear tires, running at higher slip angles than the fronts begin to break 

away while the front tires remain firmly planted.  Production cars are deliberately designed not to 

oversteer because too often this causes them to spin and crash.  Seventies-era Porsche 911s earned this 

reputation because of their inherent balance2.  It is also part of the reason they were so quick!  In the 

hands of capable drivers, oversteering cars point themselves through corners and allow the driver to go to 

power sooner when exiting a corner.  

The Cobra in the following illustration depicts the various elements of oversteer.  The front tires are 

pointed in the direction the car was traveling when the rear tires broke loose, the rear tires are sliding 

sideways (along with the mass of the vehicle) and the direction of travel is somewhere in between.  

 

If the driver does nothing at this point the rear tires will succeed in passing the front tires and the car will 

spin.  To prevent this from happening we need to keep the front tires ahead of the rear tires like the same 

way a juggler keeps the bottom of a yardstick under the top when balancing it on our finger.  The steps 

for doing this are outlined in the next illustration. 

 

In this illustration as the rear end breaks away the driver must turn the steering wheel in the direction of 

the slide in order to keep the front tires in front.  This is called counter-steering or correcting, and it is 

shown in Step 1 above.  The amount of correction depends on the severity of the slide, but it’s generally 

 
2 With engine weight so far to the rear in a 911 the resulting rearward biased polar moment of inertia produced a “pendulum” 

effect that would cause the rear to swing out (break away) much faster than an unsuspecting driver could manage. 
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better to correct a bit too much (or too quickly) than at all too little (or too slowly).  Too much correction 

means the car will step off-line, but it won’t spin. The Ginetta shown above doesn’t have much room to 

spare, but the driver could slightly over-correct and still miss the Armco.  If the driver corrects too little, 

however, the car will spin and almost certainly hit the Armco.  Some oversteer corrections take a fraction 

of a second and a mere twitch of the steering wheel; others take seconds and all the steering we have, 

with brake or throttle thrown in to transfer load.  Seat time and experience, in combination with the 

proper use of our eyes (Ocular Driving), will tell us how much is needed.  

Once we’ve corrected, the car will continue to slide sideways until the rear tires scrub off enough speed 

to regain grip.  It is important to anticipate this, Step 2, because as soon as the rear tires regain grip the 

car will lurch forward and the front tires, which were balancing the slide, will now actively turn the car in 

the direction of the initial slide.  This is often called over-correcting, but it is in fact a failure to 

“recover” the steering which is the driver’s failure to aim the front wheels in the direction we want to 

travel, depicted in Step 3.  Once again, none of this works properly if the driver isn’t looking at the track 

surface where the car is supposed to go.  

Oversteer can be caused several ways.  Too much throttle in a Rear Wheel Driver (RWD) car will cause 

the rear tires to spin and break loose.  In addition to correcting, we need to ease off the gas.   Lifting 

abruptly off the gas while cornering near the limit may cause Trailing Throttle Oversteer.  This is quite 

common, particularly at track-out (corner exit) when a driver with low eyes discovers that the car is 

about to run off the road.  The driver abruptly lifts off the gas, which transfers load to the front tires.  

They grip better and the rear tires, which were already near their limit, grip less and begin to slide.  In 

this case we need to correct and possibly go back to throttle, returning load to the rear tires in order to 

give them better grip.  Trail Braking, which we’ve discussed, can create oversteer; and it may be used to 

our advantage if it takes the form of corner entry rotation.  In the avoidance illustration we showed the 

tail end of a Royale stepping out, caused by compounded weight transfer, turning abruptly one way 

and then the other may cause oversteer.    

Four Wheel Drift 

It’s relatively rare for a car to slide perfectly sideways for very long, though it does happen.  The 

controlled version of a four-wheel slide is the better known as a Four-Wheel Drift, something that 

almost all racing drivers eventually experience.  If we’re driving a reasonably balanced car at the limit, 

all four tires will be generating slip angles.  If we look closely at the Studebaker Indy car below, we see 

an unusual condition that tells us that we’re driving near the tires’ limits.   
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Note that the front tires’ slip angles are cancelling the steering input, causing the front tires to travel 

straight.  The rear tires are aimed straight, as always, but their slip angles are carrying them toward the 

outside of the corner.  In a four-wheel-drift, it’s often the rear tires that turn the car and it will feel a bit 

like we’re driving a forklift.  This sensation lets us know that we’re driving near the limit, but it’s 

something very subtle that we need to experience in the seat of our pants.  If we’re driving an unbalanced 

car, or we’re sawing at the wheel and pumping the gas pedal, we’ll never feel it.  If we’re smooth, 

however, we can make very subtle direction changes using only the throttle.  A slight increase in throttle 

will increase both the front slip angles and our turning radius.  A slight decrease in throttle will reduce 

front slip angles and our turning radius.  This is called “Throttle Steering”, and it is how skilled drivers 

make the minute adjustments needed to keep a car on the proper line while driving it at its limit.  

Both Feet In! 

When racing we spend much of our time managing car balance at the limits of adhesion.  Eventually 

there come situations where even the best racers have to admit that it is no longer possible to recover 

control and a spin results.  When that happens VRG expects all our racers to respond in the same way.  

Our rule is this: 

WHEN YOU SPIN, BOTH FEET IN! 

So, what does that mean?   

Simply this.  When you spin the VRG required response is simultaneously depress the clutch and brake 

pedals all the way.  Depressing the clutch pedal keeps the engine running and, more important, prevents 

the engine from powering the drive wheels.  Depressing the brake pedal all the way locks the wheels and 

the car will skid in a straight line until coming to a stop.  It is essential to get the brakes locked as soon as 

possible so that drivers following have the best possible chance of avoiding the situation.   

What you may not do is release the brakes before coming to a stop.  It is very tempting for us to say to 

ourselves “I’ve got control back so let’s just keep going”.  The fact is we just think we have car control 

because for an instant we see that we are pointed in the right direction.  What is happening is the car still 

has some rotational inertia and, once the brakes are released and grip returns, the car will shoot off in a 

random direction.  All too often that direction is back into the race traffic which has been diligently 

trying to avoid our misadventure! 

Bottom line – when racing with VRG, don’t be “that” guy.  

VRG RACING FUNDAMENTALS 

When the school is over and you have successfully graduated, you will join your normal run group for 

practices, qualifying and racing.  Some things you will need to know before you graduate are these: 

VRG Flag Rules 

VRG has adopted the SCCA flag rules (GCR Section 6.1.1, with certain modifications) as the official 

flag rules for all VRG events.  As a student you are required to understand and promptly comply with all 

flags when displayed.  If you race with VRG, only VRG flag rules are in effect, and they can be 

reviewed at:  https://vrgonline.org/flags/ 

https://vrgonline.org/flags/
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GREEN FLAG (Solid Green) 

When displayed, the green flag indicates that the course is clear, and that racing is 

underway.  The green flag is ordinarily shown only by the Starter.  Note: Racing starts as 

soon as the green flag is shown at Start. Drivers needn't wait to cross the Start/Finish line to begin 

racing. 

YELLOW FLAG (Solid Yellow)  

"Waving on the paving; standing in the grass" 

STANDING YELLOW - Take care, Danger, Slow Down - NO PASSING FROM THE 

FLAG until past the next staffed flag station NOT DISPLAYING a yellow flag. Note: Typically, the 

stationary or standing yellow flag lets the drivers know that there is no obstruction on the racing surface, 

however there is something in a hazardous area. This could be a car just off course, an emergency 

vehicle attending to a disabled vehicle, a marshal that is exposed in a target area. 

WAVED - Great Danger, Slow Down, be prepared to stop - NO PASSING FROM THE FLAG until past 

the next staffed flag station NOT DISPLAYING a yellow flag. Note: The waving yellow flag tells the 

drivers that there is an obstruction on the racing surface. It prepares them to take necessary evasive 

action to avoid compounding the incident. 

DOUBLE-YELLOW, DISPLAYED AT ALL STATIONS - Indicates the entire course is under yellow 

(full course yellow).  All stations will display double yellow flags for all pace and safety car laps. SLOW 

DOWN, NO PASSING. However, cars may carefully pass emergency vehicles and other cars that are 

disabled or off pace. Note: The GCR does say a double yellow will be displayed at ALL stations, but if a 

station has an incident on the track then one of the two yellows shall be waved.  

NOTE: A driver may encounter several flags before reaching the emergency area. The requirements are 

still the same: SLOW DOWN, NO PASSING. 

BLUE FLAG (Blue with Diagonal Yellow Stripe) 

Another competitor is following very closely or is trying to overtake. This flag may be 

displayed standing or waving, depending upon the speed differential. Note: This flag can be 

very important when groups of cars with varying levels of performance potential are on course at the 

same time; also when leaders in a race begin lapping the slower cars in the field. All drivers have a 

responsibility to keep an eye on their mirrors. You must be aware of the cars that may be about to pass 

you. If the car behind you is clearly a faster car that is going to pass you, or you simply desire the car to 

pass you, point to the side on which you want to be passed. 

SURFACE FLAG (Yellow with Vertical Red Stripes) 

Take care. A slippery condition exists, or debris is present on the racing surface. This flag is 

displayed standing. Note: The surface flag is displayed for debris that can be driven over; 

for larger debris on track a waving yellow would be shown. 

WHITE FLAG (Solid White) 

Caution and take care for a slow-moving race car, ambulance or other emergency vehicle 

on the racing surface. The standing flag is displayed for two flag stations prior to the 

vehicle in question. In addition, a standing white flag may be displayed during the first lap 

of each race group's first session of the day to indicate the location of the flagging stations.  
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BLACK FLAG (Solid Black) 

CLOSED BLACK FLAG (Furled) - Pointed or shaken at an individual car from the 

Starter's stand (optionally, accompanied by a number board indicating the car number): 

WARNING for driving in an unsafe and/or improper manner. Continued unsafe and/or 

improper driving will result in an OPEN BLACK FLAG.  Note: The driver should acknowledge this flag 

but is not required to come to the pits at this time. 

OPEN BLACK - Displayed from the Starter's stand, maybe shown with a number board, indicating the 

car number: Proceed directly to the pits and the location designated by the Chief Steward or event 

chairman for consultation with Officials. DO NOT TAKE ANOTHER LAP.  Note: The driver should 

acknowledge this flag when shown.  Note: This flag and number board may also be displayed at 

station(s) elsewhere on the course (designated black flag station). 

OPEN BLACK, DISPLAYED AT ALL STATIONS - The session has been stopped; all cars must stop 

racing, no passing, and proceed directly and immediately to the pits, exercising extreme caution. This 

flag may be displayed with an 'ALL' sign at the Starter's stand and the sign may also be shown at 

station(s) elsewhere on the course.  

MECHANICAL BLACK FLAG (Black with Orange Ball) 

Displayed from the Starter's stand with a number board indicating the car number. There is 

a mechanical problem with the car. Proceed directly to your pit or the location designated 

by the Chief Steward or event chair. DO NOT TAKE ANOTHER LAP.  Note: This flag and number 

board may also be displayed at station(s) elsewhere on the course (designated black flag station). The 

driver should acknowledge this flag when shown. 

CHECKERED FLAG (Black and White Checks) 

Displayed at Finish to indicate that the session is finished. Continue cautiously to the pits. 

Note: The checkered flag may be displayed at a station other than Start/Finish during 

practice sessions only at the discretion of the stewards.   

RED FLAG (Solid Red) 

Displayed at each station and on the Starter's stand - EXTREME DANGER - THE 

SESSION HAS BEEN STOPPED.  Check your mirrors and come to a prompt, controlled 

stop at the side of the race track on the pavement (preferably before and within sight of a staffed station).  

When released by an official, proceed cautiously to the pits. Once a red flag has been displayed, it will 

not be withdrawn until all cars have come to a stop. A "black flag all" will be used to return cars to the 

pits.   

 

Note that the rules governing flags differ from club to club, so it’s critical that you attend every Driver’s 

Meeting, and if the flags aren’t fully explained you must ask your instructor or a corner marshal to 

explain them to you.  It is also critical to know where every Flag Station is.  On your first lap of every 

event, even if you are at a track for the 10th time look at every flag station and confirm it is staffed.  

 

Pit Lane / False Grid 

When your run group is called, you’ll be asked to bring your car to the False Grid.  These can be in 

random places at various race tracks, and at times are located randomly at the same track depending on 

the club running there.  Check at the beginning of each event to be sure things are where you expect them 

to be and know the procedures for moving through the pits and onto and off of the racing surface.  
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When you leave the False Grid, you’ll be guided on to the race track, generally single file if it’s a 

practice session or into rows if it’s a race.  When you enter the race track from Pit Lane, you’ll need to 

look for a marshal who will tell you when to enter the track.  When waved on, enter fairly aggressively 

and stay on the pit lane side of the track until you know for sure that no cars are closing quickly.  Summit 

Point’s pit in and pit out are shown below.  Note the traffic flow in pit lane.  

 

When entering the pits for any reason or at any time, we must make the Pit In signal, which is a fist in 

the air as high and as visible as possible.  Do not point to the pit entry lane: to do so is telling the car 

behind to pass on that side.  As you move to pit lane you are setting up the scenario for a collision! The 

signal should be given well before the pits so that cars following will know that you will be slowing 

down.  Any time we slow from the racing pace, anywhere on the track, we need to put our fist in the air 

to signal other drivers.  If you lift or brake where you normally wouldn’t, put your fist in the air.  

Point-bys  

During test, practice and qualifying sessions you can expect random traffic, especially if they’ve 

combined groups.  Faster cars can come screaming up from out of nowhere, and slower cars at times 

seem to be parked in the middle of a corner.  It’s helpful to everybody if the car being overtaken gives 

point-bys to let the overtaking car know which side to pass on, shown below.   

 

These point-bys can be difficult to see, particularly when given by a driver with arm restraints.  When 

you see a faster car closing on you – one you’re clearly not going to race for position – get them pointed-

by quickly and return your focus to the track ahead.   

Passing 

During an actual race traffic tends to be a little more predictable.  For the most part, the faster cars are in 

front pulling away and the slower cars are behind dropping back. You will still, however, be involved in 

a fair amount of passing.  Passing in most vintage events is far more difficult than in other types of 

events because we have a stricter policy governing the relative positions of the overtaking and overtaken 
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cars.  In some clubs the overtaking car has “rights” to the corner if its front wheels are alongside of the 

cockpit of the overtaken car by the apex.  In order to have “rights” to the corner in vintage racing, you 

must be fully side-by-side by the overtaken car’s turn-in point, as shown below.  Keep in mind that 

the car you’re overtaking may use a different turn-in point than you use.   

 

This stricter passing policy is welcomed by those of us who like to keep our cars in one piece.  It can 

encourage an ill-advised and ineffective strategy known as the Dive-Bomb pass, shown below.  

 

Here the driver of the green car attempts to claim the corner by diving for the apex.  In doing so, the 

green car has pulled out of the red car driver’s field of vision (blue triangles) and set on a line that will 

require the green car to slow significantly at the apex.  The red car’s driver may not see the green car 

again until after going back to power.  This is dangerous for both drivers.  Furthermore, it’s also slow.    

A properly executed pass is both safer and faster… clearly the best strategy.  The illustration below 

shows the green car staying close enough to the red car to remain visible at all times, making the pass 

much safer.  

 

The next illustration shows why the proper pass is faster.  
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By staying close to the red car, the green car can control the red car’s line, preventing that driver from 

turning into the corner.  The green car both turns and goes to power sooner, allowing it to pull away as it 

exits the corner.  The red car may try to stay with the green car around the outside of the corner, but it 

risks running in the slippery debris at the outside of the track, called “Marbles”.  Furthermore, the green 

car already has rights to the corner by virtue of having pulled alongside at turn-in and if the green car 

chooses to track all the way out the red car’s driver needs to lift off the gas to create some room. 

Collision Avoidance  

It’s common for cars to spin during corner entry, causing them to end up in the middle of the turn.  

Hopefully the driver of the green car followed VRG’s “When You Spin, Both Feet In” rule and stopped 

rather than rolling in some random direction.  In this situation the following driver must choose between 

three evils.  Ideally, the driver would like to pass the stopped car toward the inside of the corner (tuck 

underneath) and keep on going (red line).  Unfortunately, that driver may be carrying too much speed 

and the attempt to go inside may result in another spin - right into the parked car.  Worse, the driver of 

the green car may panic and attempt to get out of the way and lurch directly into the path of the red car 

after its driver has committed to the inside line.  Probably not the best solution in this case. 

 

The red car driver might also swerve and set up to go around the outside (blue line).  Unfortunately, the 

swerve prevents optimum straight-line braking.  In this case the red car may enter the corner with more 

speed than usual and end up on a line that ends up on ends up on the “marbles” which offer little or no 

grip.  So, this probably is not a particularly good strategy either.  
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In this example the best strategy is for the red car driver to aim towards the longest stretch of pavement, 

and then straight-line threshold brake until either a) the red car leaves the track or b) can idle around the 

stopped green car can and keep going.  This strategy is the best option for lowering the red car’s speed 

and increases the chances that it will not even leave the track surface.  If you do, however, the 

consequences should be quite minor.  Just be sure you report to the Black Flag steward at the end of the 

lap for a quick check. 

Eyes (again)  

Collision Avoidance situations emphasize the importance of disciplined use of our eyes, Ocular 

Driving.  It has been repeatedly stressed that we will steer where we are looking.  When avoiding 

collisions, we must be especially careful not to fall prey to “Target Fixation”.  Target Fixation is a term 

that came out of WWII where some dive-bomber pilots became so fixated on their targets, essentially 

using ocular techniques to align the bomb with target that they failed to look away to their escape path 

once the bomb had been released and, tragically, flew right into the explosion.    

In our case it is quite natural and logical that to want to determine where the spinning or spun car will 

move to next, but this unfortunately leads to us fixating on the spun car rather than on our own escape 

route.  YouTube is replete with in-car videos showing unnecessary contact resulting from target fixation.  

VRG’s “Both Feet In” helps us predict the location of a spinning car but it is overly simplistic to suggest 

that is an absolute.  Realistically, some drivers may panic or misread a signal from a corner worker; other 

drivers, in a rush to get out of the way, may forget what gear they’re in or select the wrong gear in haste 

(e.g. go backward instead of forward).  It’s best not to guess.  Once you have identified that a car has 

spun in front of you, your primary focus must be on choosing the best direction to point our car for 

straight-line threshold braking.  

Two and Four Wheels-Off  

 Probably everybody who has raced has dropped at least two wheels.  While a mistake, technically, if it is 

handled properly there are no consequences and it may have little or no impact on your lap time.  The 

most difficult part is committing to going off the road.  When a driver tries to keep the car on the road, 

by lifting off the gas and/or cranking in a bunch of steering, they often spin and too often come back 

across the track in front of other drivers.  If it looks like you are headed off the track, you need to ease 

the steering input since there will be less grip and a larger radius in the dirt.  You also need to go to 

“even” “neutral” or “feathered” throttle, all of which mean backing of the throttle just enough to maintain 

speed without accelerating or slowing.  If you back completely off the gas there is risk of Trailing 

Throttle Oversteer, the condition where too much weight shifts forward, and the rear end breaks away 

throwing the car into a spin.  Conversely if you stay fully on the gas you risk excessive wheel-spin.  The 

key is to re-balance and settle the car, and then gently bring it back on to the track surface.  And 

remember, at all VRG events, in all sessions, loss of control resulting in a 4-wheels-off or spin requires 

that the driver come to pit lane and see the Black Flag Steward. 
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As always situational awareness and ocular driving are needed for successful off-road recovery.  Keeping 

your eyes looking where you need the car to go.  Even a glance at a tire wall or Armco barrier can be 

enough to cause our hands to get us there.  

Rain Racing 

Generally speaking, a driver’s affinity for racing in the rain is determined by his car control skills.  There 

are two main issues to contend with; visibility and grip.  There are many things we can do in the pits to 

improve our visibility, such as: 

• Apply an anti-fog treatment to the inside of the visor  

• Install a snorkel or mask to deflect breath off the visor  

• Apply Rain-X or similar treatment to the outside of the visor and/or windscreen  

• Use good quality, functioning windshield wipers where applicable 

We also want to be sure our rain light or driving lights are bright and visible.  

We can improve the grip of our car by ensuring that we have relatively fresh tires, or tires with full tread 

if we generally run shaved tires.  We can also improve the drivability of the car by disconnecting our 

anti-roll bars (sway bars).  These are designed for the lateral forces we experience in the dry, so with 

less grip there will be less body roll and the intended change in camber won’t happen.  By disconnecting 

the anti-roll bars, we allow enough body roll to place the tire at the proper camber.  Furthermore, it 

makes the car far more forgiving to drive.    

We should also experiment to determine our optimum tire pressure.  Tires won’t generate nearly the heat 

they generate in the dry and there’ll be much less associated gain in tire pressure.  We still want an 

ideally shaped contact patch, however, so be prepared to have a crewmember stand in the pits with a 

pyrometer in one hand and an umbrella in the other (the umbrella is for the crewmember).  A higher 

“cold” tire pressure will probably be needed.  We may also consider moving our brake bias toward the 

rear.  With less load transfer toward the front, the rear brakes can make a far greater contribution to 

slowing the car.  

Once on the track, little can be done to improve visibility other than avoiding the spray clouds generated 

by cars in front as pictured below except to move out of the way. 

 

Here the Allard driver his simply moved over half a car width so that he’s able to see past the Jag.  

As we all know from personal experience on the highway, rain reduces grip.  When a race track surface 

is new grip is reduced more or less uniformly over the entire racing surface.  What is important to know 
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is with age and use, the racing line tends to get polished and grip is reduced even further relative to the 

rest of the racing surface.   

 

The illustration above shows how various vehicle fluids (which are generally more slippery and less 

dense than water) settle into the surface irregularities of the track, and how water floats these fluids to the 

surface.  Grip is reduced most when it first rains after a long dry spell.  As the rain washes these fluids 

off the track surface, the grip will return somewhat.  

Another issue is the braking zones get especially slippery.  This happens for three reasons: 

1. More than anywhere else, all cars are driving in almost exactly the same place lap after lap.  

2. When braking, tires are very heavily loaded and are sliding to varying extremes across the racing 

surface.  

3. When a driver hits the brakes, any little droplets of fluid that are close to letting go get dropped 

under the middle of the car.    

When it first rains, we may want to side-step the braking zone altogether as illustrated below.  Then after 

the slick fluids have had a chance to wash away then we might side-step half a car width back to avoid 

the areas polished by tire wear.   
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Just as the braking zone gets polished so does the racing line.  On a newer track we may in fact just keep 

driving the normal line, but as the surface wears we need to seek better grip.  The illustration below 

shows where we may place the car in order to avoid the polished part of the corner.  We need to keep in 

mind, however, particularly in early sessions, that the outside of the turn may be fraught with “marbles”.  

We need to keep in mind also that if we offset our braking line, we will need to cross the polished line in 

order to get to the outside of the turn.  

 

The rain also creates smaller, isolated and random areas that may cause us grief.  In the illustration below 

we see puddles, run-off streams and a repair patch (either asphalt or concrete) that will likely have better 

grip but might have worse grip.  We need to learn all these local idiosyncrasies before trying to drive 

10/10ths.  

With all these things accounted for, the driver must simply settle down and concentrate on being as 

smooth as possible with steering, brakes and throttle.   

 

Race Starts 

As you will learn in the School exercises, that a course marshals known as the “splitter” will direct you 

from the False Grid onto the racing surface and into the proper row.  VRG conducts rolling starts 

exclusively, so you’ll be following a pace car for generally one lap.  During this lap you may swerve the 

car back and forth to put heat in the tires, and you might also drag the brake pedal or accelerate and brake 

several times to put heat in the brakes.  Everybody around you is doing the same thing, so be wary and 

leave room.  
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It is the responsibility of every driver to be in a tight formation for the start of the race.  VRG does not 

waive starts due to the risk involved.  However, drivers who jump the start, or lay back to make a run, 

will get black flagged on the next lap.  

If you’re on pole position, you will set the pace after the pace car turns off its lights and pulls into the 

pits.  You should maintain roughly the same pace that was set by the pace car.  

When the green flag is waved, the entire racing surface is green, meaning cars may pass even before they 

get to the start/finish line.  VRG tries to prevent faster cars from starting at the back of the field, but it 

does happen from time to time.  Also, there may be a car behind that is ill-handling and posts lower lap 

times, but it may be a rocket down the straight.  Expect to be crowded both in front and from behind, all 

the while remembering to shift.  

As you enter the first corner, it’s best to divide the racing surface into three lanes and then stay in the 

lane you’ve chosen through at least the first turn.  If there’s mayhem to be avoided, try to go around it 

rather than stopping before you get to it.  Going to the outside has the advantage of more run-off room, 

but the safest path will often be to the inside.  Whichever you choose, make your move as gradually as 

possible and use your best situational awareness and ocular driving techniques by keeping your eyes 

looking where you want to go and your peripheral vison for what is behind and alongside you.  

Lastly, it’s very unusual in vintage racing for a finishing position to be improved by an aggressive start.  

We’re not driving spec cars, where the top ten qualifiers all post lap times within two tenths of a second 

of each other.  In fact, it’s probably ten times more likely that your aggressive start will cause you to take 

yourself, and possibly somebody else, out of the race, thereby earning you on 13/13 penalty3.  Think of 

the race start as a dental exam… it’s something you must patiently get through.   

 
3 As a member of the Vintage Motorsports Council (VMC) the Driver Committee of the Vintage Racer Group evaluates all 

incidents and infractions and when appropriate will issue a penalty to the offending driver(s).  Penalties range from a warning 

up to a 13 month license suspension and are reported to VMC, so other members clubs are aware of who has done what. 
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TRACK DRIVING & THE RACING LINE 

Now that we’ve covered the basics and fundamentals of driving and vehicle dynamics, let’s discuss how 

to apply this knowledge.  It’s safe to assume that everybody reading this would like to go as quickly as 

possible around some winding bit of asphalt made up of turns and straights.  There is a specific approach 

we take in this endeavor.  

Straights are places where we need to check our gauges and mirrors, but they’re simple to drive.  The 

complicated part comes as we approach, drive through and exit turns.  The illustration below shows the 

basic anatomy of a generic 90° corner.  The four colored cones are called reference points, and they mark 

the critical parts of the corner.  There may be cones at a driver’s school, but at a racing event you’ll need 

to find substitutes, which may be paint marks, cracks in the pavement, curbs, etc.  Shadows and trackside 

plants make poor reference points because they tend to move. Look for permanent landmarks for the 

important parts  

The first reference point we’ll see is our braking point or beginning of braking point (BoB).  This is 

critical because it allows us to threshold brake right up to, and just up to, our turn-in point.  If we 

brake early, we’re giving up speed, but if we brake late, we’re going to miss our turn-in point, with 

varying consequences.  It’s important to keep in mind that we can’t establish our braking points until 

we’re driving very consistent lines.  Inconsistent lines yield inconsistent exit speeds, which alter our 

entry speed into the next corner, which in turn moves the braking point (BoB).  We must establish our 

line, and then gradually move our braking point into the corner until we’re threshold braking up to our 

turn-in point.  

The consequences of driving different lines, depicted in the extreme by the blue and green lines below, is 

perhaps more significant than we realize.  We’re going to assume that the driver is driving at the limit, as 

fast as they can go.  If the driver stays in the middle of the road (green line) then it becomes necessary to 

concentrate their turning more in the middle of the corner, and then turn sharper, yielding the radius R2.  

If the driver uses all the road (blue line), the car can travel on a much larger radius, R1.  The straighter 

(larger radius) the path, the faster the car can travel through a corner and, more importantly, the faster we 

can exit the corner.   

 

If two identical cars exit the above corner on the two lines depicted therein, the car on the blue line could 

have, say, 10 mph greater exit speed.  As the two cars accelerate down the following straight, the car 

exiting on the blue line will gain 1.5 feet per second over the car exiting on the green line.  If the straight 

lasts 10 seconds, the car on the blue line will be 150 feet ahead at the end of the straight.  A 1 mph 

difference in exit speed will yield a roughly one car length advantage by the end of the same straight.  

Put into perspective, if the car on the blue line had only this advantage – only 1 mph of exit speed in just 
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this one corner – at the end of a 20-lap race it would cross the finish line roughly 20 car lengths ahead of 

the car on the green line, which would be a reasonably decisive win.  If the car on the blue line had a 10 

mph exit speed advantage in this one corner, it would win the 20-lap race by more than half a mile.  

This is a good time to remember the importance of looking far ahead.  As shown below, as we approach 

our turn-in point our eyes should already be looking at our apex reference point.  As we approach our 

apex, our eyes should already be looking at our track-out or corner exit reference point.  

 

The green driving line shown in the first corner illustration is not as far-fetched as it seems; in vintage 

you will on occasion encounter drivers who choose to drive down the middle of the track.  By and large, 

however, you’ll be sharing the track with drivers attempting to use all the road, resulting in the visible 

dark swath illustrated below.   

 

While this swath gets us in the ballpark, contained within it are all the subtle variations of the driving line 

that cause some drivers to win races while others watch their mirrors.  An x-ray look at this dark swath 

reveals several lines, shown below.  

 

By far the most common mistake is an early turn-in (green line).  As new drivers see the road headed to 

the right, they might become anxious to turn the car in that direction.  Initially this feels fine because the 
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car enters the corner on a large and comfortable radius, but the large and comfortable radius also 

encourages us to keep up our speed.  If we’re not looking far ahead, we won’t discover until the exit that 

we’ve turned-in early and now need to tighten our radius considerably.  This is often referred to as the 

O.S point, and it’s where drivers jump off the gas, crank the steering wheel and spin, ironically, into the 

tire wall on the inside of the corner.  

While technically improper, the late turn-in (red line) is the one we want to start with when learning a 

new corner.  A late turn-in forces us to do our hardest turning early in the corner, where we have plenty 

of run-off.  As we pass the apex, we discover that we have plenty of real estate to use between us and the 

exit.  Next time we turn in a bit earlier, and so forth until our turn-in places us right at the track edge at 

track-out (exit).  Our report card for this process is our movement of the steering wheel.  In a generic 

90º, we should turn the wheel once at turn-in, hold our steering lock through the center of the corner and 

straighten the wheel as we exit the corner, as shown below. 

 

These inputs should, without making significant adjustments, place the car within inches of our various 

reference points.  If we’re making significant adjustments to our steering, then we should not be 

approaching the limit as these adjustments effect the loading and grip of each contact patch, resulting in a 

car that is unsettled and twitchy… nor should we be trying to brake as late as possible.  

If we turn in, clip our apex and then need to add more steering at track-out, we’ve turned in too early.  If 

we turn in, but then need to add more steering to clip the apex, then we’ve turned in too little. If we turn 

in, clip the apex and then unwind the steering wheel with 10 feet of pavement left to the outside, then 

we’ve turned in too late.  There are many more variations, but they are logical and if the driver pays 

attention to his or her steering inputs, they will help to establish the line quickly.  

In the illustration showing subtle line variations the “proper line” is depicted as having a constant radius. 

While this is certainly better than an early turn-in line, or an inaccurate line, it’s not as quick as a 

properly executed late turn-in line.  As shown below, if we use a constant radius line, we’re limited to the 

maximum speed associated with that radius.  Throttle can’t be increased until we get through the corner.  

However, if we turn-in slightly late and get a little more of the turning done early in the corner, we can 

exit on an increasing radius, which allows us to accelerate as we exit.  In this case, we gain 2 mph exit 

speed, or two car lengths at the end of that 10 second straight.   
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We commonly see perfect 90° turns in textbooks and PowerPoints, but we rarely see them at purpose-

built race tracks, and there are many corner geometries that require special consideration.  Below we see 

a decreasing radius corner.  If it was a constant radius corner, it would follow the path indicated by the 

black dashed line, and we would drive a line indicated by the red dashed line.  This is the challenge of a 

decreasing radius corner… it leads us in on a large, relatively fast line, right to an O.S. point. 

 

In order to maximize our exit speed from a decreasing radius corner, we need to turn in much later than 

feels appropriate, as illustrated below.  

 

  

If it’s a longer decreasing radius turn (Big Bend at Lime Rock) we may clip the inside before letting the 

car drift to the outside to set up for turn-in.  This would be called a double apex turn, but it would still 

require the patience of any decreasing radius turn.  

If we turn around and run in reverse, it becomes an increasing radius turn.  These are less risky, because 

an early turn-in is appropriate.  Long turns can be challenging because in order to maximize exit speed 

we need to go to power very early, but the consequences of this acceleration aren’t experienced until a 

track-out point that is usually a long way down the road; Turn 1 at Summit Point is a good example. 

  

Another type of corner which rewards, if not requires, a late turn-in is the hairpin turn.  We don’t see 

many of these, but they crop up from time to time on street courses.  As mentioned before, these turns 
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generally require that we look sideways out of the car as we travel through them.  They also require 

patience with throttle application and pay huge rewards for well-finessed corner entry rotation.  

 

You’ll note in the illustration above that we’ve shown two distinct lines, both exiting on an increasing 

radius.  The solid line is the most common approach for the average road racer, but the dashed line may 

be quicker for cars that have good brakes and acceleration, but mediocre handling.  This line is what Rob 

Wilson is referring to when he says he “shortens” a corner.  The dashed line might also be used as a 

defensive line, making it more difficult for a competitor to pass.  Whichever line is used, the driver that 

can properly rotate the car will get the best launch coming off the corner.  

Of course, not all corners are stand-alone corners.  When one leads directly into another our driving line 

is generally affected.  In the illustration below we’ll assume that the second corner leads on to a large 

straight.  If this is the case, we need to optimize our exit speed out of that corner, meaning we’ll drive a 

less than ideal line through the first corner.  This is called a Compromise Corner. We compromise our 

speed through the first corner to maximize our exit speed through the second corner. In some situations, 

such as coming off a fast straight into a series of tight esses, or if we want to drive a defensive line, we 

may enter on the dashed red line.  But the blue line is most common.    

 

Something to keep in mind when driving consecutive corners is that we won’t always have time to 

straighten the steering wheel, and thus settle the car, between the two corners.  If we’re turning one way 

and then abruptly the other way, we’re setting ourselves up for oversteer caused by compounded weight 

transfer, illustrated below.  When rally drivers slide through one corner and then pitch the car the other 

way to slide though the next corner, it’s called a Pendulum Turn (or “Scandinavian Flick”).  This is 

fun, but it’s not very effective on a road course. 
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BASIC CHASSIS TUNING 

Throughout this manual we’ve referred to things generally associated with tuning a car for the track.  The 

following information is intended to provide explanations for those references.  For a truly thorough 

understanding of chassis tuning, we suggest you invest in the fabulous books written by Carol Smith and 

William and Douglas Milliken. 

Contact Patch 

While we’ve described how the contact patch fits into the vehicle dynamics equation, we haven’t 

discussed how sensitive it is to temperature, track conditions and our general tinkering.  The contact 

patch is affected most by tire pressure, as we’ve illustrated below.  The more darkly shaded areas 

indicate greater loading, meaning greater heat, wear and burden.  When a tire starts to “chunk” it does so 

in these areas.    

 

Note that both the under-inflated and the over-inflated tire can generate a theoretical .75g of grip.  The 

difference, aside from wear patterns, is the tire’s compliance.  The under-inflated tire will be softer and 

less responsive, while the over-inflated tire will be stiff and more responsive.  Altering our tire pressures 

can change not only the tire’s relative grip, but also its handling characteristics.  In the early days of 

racing, this is how drivers “balanced” their cars.  If the car tended to understeer, a driver might change 

the inflation of the front tires so that they might provide better grip or more compliance, or they might 

over-inflate the rear tires to give them less grip and less compliance.  The problem with this method is 

that it generally required that one end of the car have something less than ideal grip. 

In the 1950s a device called an anti-roll bar (patented in Canada in 1919 and commonly called a sway 

bar) began to be used mainly as a means of limiting body roll.  Racers soon discovered that these 

devices could be used to balance their race cars while keeping all four tires at their ideal pressures.  The 

anti-roll bar, shown below in red, leverages the chassis, which is sprung (supported by springs), against 

a suspension component which is unsprung.  As the chassis rolls, the anti-roll bar twists and resists this 

roll, delivering the load through the suspension and directly to the contact patch.  
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When anti-roll bars are installed front and rear, their stiffness determines how much loading from the 

chassis roll they transfer to the contact patch via the suspension component.  When the rear anti-roll bar 

is relatively stiffer than the front (considering center of gravity, tire size, etc.), it will place a greater load 

on the rear outside contact patch, thus causing it to reach its limit and break loose before the front outside 

contact patch.  Anti-roll bars quickly became adjustable, then cockpit-adjustable so a driver could, on the 

fly, compensate for changes in fuel load, tire wear and track conditions. 

 

Another factor having a significant effect on the contact patch is the camber of the tire.  The dramatic 

evolution of this knowledge can be seen at a typical vintage racing event, where you may have a 1950 J2 

Allard, with a lot of positive camber, paddocked next to a 1970 Formula Ford with visible negative 

camber.  Ultimately, it was determined that a certain amount of negative camber provides the greatest 

grip.  Camber control is another benefit of the anti-roll bar, as it helps to place and keep a tire at an ideal 

camber angle under a certain level of loading.  The illustration below shows two views of the three types 

of camber.  

 

Negative camber provides better grip for a couple of reasons. The primary reason is called Camber 

Thrust, which is illustrated and described below.  In a nutshell, negative camber provides greater 

cornering force for the same reason a rolled bicycle tire starts traveling in circles once it starts to lean 

over… the contact patch becomes curved, and the tire wants to follow that curve.  The deflection of the 

contact patch further improves cornering as it attempts to force the tire toward the center of the curve.  
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Another advantage to negative camber is the presentation of the contact patch to the road surface, 

shown below.  

 

As we can see, the contact patch of a tire with positive camber is essentially peeled off the road surface 

as it flexes, while the contact patch of the negative camber tire is forced into the road surface.  Carol 

Smith suggest a great method for experiencing this… take a pencil with a fresh eraser and pull it, eraser 

down and leaning in the direction of pull, across a desktop.  It drags easily.  Now, without changing the 

lean angle, push it in the opposite direction… it will catch and dig in.  

The contact patch shown on the right above illustrates the temperature distribution that will give us the 

greatest possible grip.  The only way to determine whether our anti-roll bar stiffness and tire pressures 

are correct is to take temperatures across the tread when the tire is hot.  Probe pyrometers are the most 

accurate, but in vintage we’re not messing around much with tire compounds so a cheap infra-red 

pyrometer (with laser sight), and a crewmember are all we need.  We want the inside temperature to be 

approximately 20 degrees hotter than the outside temperature, and we want the center temperature to 

more or less average the two. 

Lastly, we’ll take a look at brake bias.  The following slide covers that topic well enough… 
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SCHOOL EXERCISES 

The VRG Driver School Student Supplement contains detailed information which, along with this 

Manual, you will need to have with you at the School. 

In addition to the school schedule and detailed track maps the Supplement has description of the 

exercises students will work through a with group debriefings and individual coaching in order to be 

fully prepared to successfully pass the school and become eligible to race with us in the Jefferson 500 

and other vintage races.   

The VRG School places great emphasis on car control skills.  Accordingly, the exercises are designed to 

allow students to, within reason, safely drive beyond their limits.  We want you to lock brakes, 

experience both oversteer and understeer and spin your car as many times as it takes to learn how to 

avoid spinning it.  Your time spent experimenting with the limit during the exercises will make you 

vastly more competent at managing the limits of adhesion once on the race track.  As a result, you will 

be well on your way from “Safety First to Safety Fast”. 

Skid Pad 

Car control and situational awareness are stressed throughout the VRG Driver School.  Over the years 

we have found that one of the best ways to develop these skills safely is on a Skid Pad.  And, one of the 

best Skid Pad programs available is delivered by our friends at Bill Scott Racing (BSR) in their Friday 

At The Track (FATT) program.  For the Skid Pad exercises students will be driving BSR Crown Victoria 

sedans under the direction of highly experienced FATT instructors. 

Braking / Handling 

The Braking and Handling exercises are intended to help the students develop the skills needed to 

control their race car at the limits of adhesion under braking and while cornering.  Exercises take place 

in the in the “Peninsula” area of Summit Point which extends between Turn 1 and 2 and the crossover 

road between the entry to Turn 3 and the front straight. 

On-Track 

On-track exercises are intended to safely bring the student up to a level of driving skill and situational 

awareness by mid-day Thursday that the VRG Instructor cadre are willing to share the race track with 

that student for the remainder of the Jefferson 500 weekend.  On-Track exercises begin with a series of 

lead-follow sessions using the Short Track (eliminated Turns 1 and 2).  We then move to a series of Full 

Track exercises for learning the racing line at Summit point, practicing passing, and responding to flag 

signals.  By the end of the School on Thursday students will be fully up to racing speed and have 

practiced racing starts. 

 


